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In a justly famous article from 1979 Amartya Sen made a proposal how to
factorize utilitarianism into different components. In his opinion, every
version of it is characterized by three distinguishable doctrines: (1)
consequentialism, (2) welfarism and (3) addition as aggregation procedure.
The least interesting of these features, at least for the purposes of this paper, is
additivity; suffice it to say that the guiding idea here is that social utility
(however specified in detail) is considered as being the result of adding up
individual utilities (whatever their nature and origin). Thus the ranking of two
alternatives becomes a function of their assessments by individuals added up to
a collective measure. This is indeed a distinguishing feature for utilitarianism,
as compared with, e.g., Rawlsian notions of determining what is the best
organization of society by means of something akin to leximin. But of course
additive representations reach much farther than utilitarianism proper. I prefer
viewing them as abstract mathematical devices; their interest derives mainly
from the contexts where they are put to use. So much about additivity for the
purposes of this paper.

The other two components are more interesting. It seems to me that Sen's
paper is the first in philosophy where the notion of welfarism gains a
prominent place as well as a thorough discussion. In economics the notion
already was in use, albeit sometimes with a slightly different meaning. On the
other hand, consequentialism in its several variants had been subject to intense
discussion among philosophers, but not, as far as I can tell, among economists.

In all these discussions there has been a tendency to criticize utilitarianism
on the grounds of being consequentialist. I suspect, however, that what many

* A first version of this paper was presented at the conference "Social Choice and Democracy" at
Saarbrücken, in June 2002. Thanks to the participants in the discussion, especially Christoph Lumer, Wlodek
Rabinowicz, Thomas Schmidt and Daniel Schoch.
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of the critics really had in mind as the culprit behind utilitarianism should
really have been the doctrine of welfarism. One often cannot help feeling that
the doctrines are not even clearly distinguished from each other in the course
of an argument. One of the tasks I set myself in the following is to draw a
clear-cut distinction between the doctrines and to show that in several
objections against utilitarianism as well as against Paretian welfare economics
it is welfarism that is the real target.

But unfortunately another conceptual issue has come up in the wake of Sen's
attacks on welfarism in the aforementioned paper (and several other places). In
some parts of economics, especially Social Choice Theory, a notion of
technical welfarism has been developed which proves to be somewhat different
from a widespread notion of philosophical welfarism.1 But often this is not
made clear, quite the contrary. So another task consists in clarifying this
distinction between technical and philosophical welfarism. I will then present
some reasons why one should look for (philosophically) relevant approaches in
Social Choice which are not welfarist, either in the substantial or in the
technical sense. In the end I will have a critical look on some new attempts to
defend welfarism, coming to the conclusion that any attack of welfarism in its
technical version will have to directly focus on the relevant axioms.

I

Let us begin with a clarification of the notion of welfarism. As a starting
point I choose Sen's characterization, which, as will shortly be seen, somehow
oscillates between the technical and the philosophical notion. Sen actually is
presenting a definition of technical welfarism, not so much one of the
philosophical version; I suspect that what he intended was to give a more
general account and criticism of welfarism, including substantial issues. In any
case, here is how he characterizes welfarism:

"Welfarism: The judgement of the relative goodness of alternative
states of affairs must be based exclusively on, and taken as an
increasing function of, the respective collection of individual utilities
in these states." (Sen 1979, 468)

1 To my knowledge, the first author who draw our attention to this distinction between two different senses
of "welfarism" was Marc Fleurbaey (Fleurbaey 1996, p. 63f.). Maybe the fact that his book appeared in French
was an obstacle to the spreading of his insights.
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The picture then is this: individuals are supposed to have a preference
ordering over the set of alternative states of affairs. We assume that their
preferences satisfy the usual conditions necessary for there being a utility
function which represents these orderings. Now the welfarist claim amounts to
this: all relevant information necessary to judge the relative goodness of the
alternatives is contained in the individual utility functions. One needn't know
anything besides. The remark on the increasingness I take to mean this: assume
that an individual i's utility function ui changes such that ui(A) becomes greater
than ui(B) while the utility values of all the other individuals for A and B
remain the same. Then the value of the social welfare function u(A) should rise
relative to that of u(B). One senses behind this the familiar Pareto conditions,
of course.

In the quote, Sen speaks only of "relative goodness of states of affairs."
Somewhat later he makes it obvious that he thinks of moral judgements of
goodness (Sen 1979, p. 471). This is the usual view among philosophers. But
for the sake of generality one could understand "goodness" as any kind of
normative relation of betterness, whether it is guided by moral notions or not.

At this point the distinction between technical and philosophical welfarism
gets some relevance for the first time. Welfarism seen as a technical doctrine,
as it might be understood from the first quote and the following explanatory
remarks, can indeed apply to every aggregation procedure of individual
ordering relations. Welfarism understood as a philosophical doctrine is almost
always seen as a specific doctrine in morality, having to do with a substantial
notion of individual welfare or well-being.

Let us follow Sen's trail a bit further. He makes clear that he intends
welfarism as a doctrine concerned with judging states of affairs, not actions
(Sen 1979, p. 472). A consequence of this is that judging state A to be better
than state B does not imply that there is a moral or rational obligation to bring
about A rather than B. To be sure, one could extend the doctrine on actions.2
Sen doesn't want to do so, which I take to be a strong indication that he is after
an explication of a sort of philosophical welfarism. For technical welfarism
(which I'm going to characterize precisely below) of course will also apply to
any aggregation of individual preference relations on actions (action types, that
is).

2 The doctrine extended to the domain of actions Sen calls "eudaimonism". This is a much stronger position
than philosophical welfarism in Sen's narrow sense.
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So we have already two dimensions of the scope of a welfarist doctrine: does
it pertain only to morality, i. e. to orderings which are based on moral values,
or does it reach out farther? And: is it confined only to judgements of states of
affairs, or does it also reach out over actions? To me, it looks as if a
substantial, philosophical notion of welfarism usually is applied only in the
moral evaluation of states of affairs, while technical welfarism is normally
given much broader scope.

The intimate connection of welfarism with moral matters is stressed also by
L.W. Sumner, who in his book defending welfarism gives the following short
definition:

"Welfarism is the view that nothing but welfare matters basically or
ultimately for ethics; it is therefore a normative theory about the
foundations of morality." (Sumner 1996, p. 184)

Moreover, welfare is the only thing which matters morally:
"Welfarism is a theory of the good whose list of foundational values
contains a single item: well-being." (ibid. 185)

Sumner claims to give us a theory of welfare, which he summarizes as
follows:

"The theory I shall defend does not simply identify well-being with
happiness; additionally it requires that a subject's endorsement of the
conditions of her life, or her experience of them as satisfying or
fulfilling be authentic. The conditions for authenticity are twofold:
information and autonomy. Welfare therefore consists in authentic
happiness." (Sumner 1996, 139.)

Sumner's conception of welfarism is perhaps the most elaborate one
currently available in philosophy. In any case, it seems to be a good example of
what I have called the doctrine of philosophical (or substantial) welfarism, and
I will use it as the paradigmatic expression of it for all of the following.
Sumner stresses the moral aspect of the doctrine. And he implicitly makes it
clear that he is not very much concerned with the moral evaluation of actions.
What stance to take on that depends on how one judges consequentialism, he
claims.

But now note the striking difference between Sumner's explication of
welfarism and that of Sen's. Sumner is obviously talking about a substantive
notion of well-being, and tries to give an account of it. It is a modern and
more sophisticated version of older theories used as backing of a utilitarian
moral system (by the way, Sumner is a confessing utilitarian, cf. Sumner 1996,
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p. ix), but nevertheless far away from the formal approaches of Social Choice.
Sen, on the other hand, talks explicitly of utility functions representing
preference orderings - and we all know that this is in no way a substantive
approach in the first place, or at least should not be considered one.

Some philosophers have often been described as non-welfarists. The prime
example here is Rawls, but also Sen, Nozick and others have received this
label. What unites them is the view that welfare (understood in quite the way
Sumner did later on) is not everything which matters for moral judgement of
states of affairs. Rawls proposed to use primary goods as the measuring rod
with respect to which the moral quality of a state of affairs should be assessed,
Sen introduced the concept of capability for the same purpose. Libertarians
like Nozick insist on respecting of individual rights, which are not something
to be weighed against other important aspects like e.g. welfare, but work as
side constraints for every judgement of better or worse among social
alternatives (Cf. Rawls 1971, Nozick 1974, Sen 1985). I need not now to go
into the details of all these approaches (and there are a many more of them);
they are classified as non-welfarist for the simple reason that it is not welfare
alone which gets central importance from a moral point of view in all these
theories. Thereby welfare is usually understood as satisfaction of preferences,
whether considered ones or not. Note that the ensuing controversy concerns
substantial questions like: what is morally important, welfare, basic needs,
capabilites or rights? And can these aspects of moral evaluation be weighed
against each other or not?

These are philosophical approaches based on a non-welfarist conception. A
recent non-welfarist move in social choice theory has focused on opportunities
for choice; this is interesting especially as it is mainly economists who follow
this line of thought.3 The guiding idea here is that people do not only have
preferences over states of affairs; they are also supposed to have preferences
over options for choice. These two kinds of preferences are kept separate from
each other. I'll come back to this later on.

Let's move from the explication of philosophical welfarism to that of
technical welfarism. I begin with a quote from an eminent welfare economist
writing on welfarism:

3 Cf. for instance Sen 1993, or Suzumura/Xu 2001. The very illuminating paper by Suzumura and Xu
displays, however, the unfortunate tendency not to distinguish clearly between consequentialism and welfarism.
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"Welfarism is the principle that the relative desirability of social
alternatives should in all circumstances be determined by a single
social ordering of the feasible vectors of utility levels." (Weymark
1998, p. 251)

Here we get something new: desirability (or in Sen's terminology, goodness)
goes by a single social ordering which is in turn dependent on the individual
utility levels. The usual welfarism lemma of social choice theory describes the
conditions under which such a social ordering can be obtained. In this area, a
formal axiomatic characterization exists, which I'm now going to rehearse.

Let S be the set of alternative states of affairs (containing at least three
elements), N the (finite) set of individuals. Every individual i has a preference
ordering  Ri on S, which is such that it can be represented by a utility function
Ui such that Ui: S a ! . An ordering is taken as a reflexive, complete and
transitive relation. A utility profile U(x) is a vector <U1(x), U2(x),...,Un(x)>.
Let U be the set of all utility profiles, let R be the set of orderings on S. A
social welfare functional (SWFL) F is a function from U in R. More precisely:
it is a function from a set of utility profiles D " U  in R . Taking U as a
representative element from U , we write RU for F(U); RU being a binary
ordering on S. IU and PU denote the symmetric and asymmetric part of it,
respectively.

Now we make the assumption of Unrestricted Domain which is
(UD) D = U

The important axiom which yields technical welfarism is the following
assumption called Strong Neutrality:
(SN) #x,y,z,w $ S, #U,V $ D ((U(x) = V(z) % U(y) = V(w))  & (xRUy 

'  zRVw))
It means that if the utilities of two pairs of alternatives are each time the

same under two different profiles, then these profiles give rise to the same
direction of the respective social orderings, regardless of the rest of the
profiles. Now we have the well-known welfarism lemma and its standard
proof:

Welfarism Lemma: If we have (UD) then the SWFL F satisfies (SN) if and
only if there is an ordering  R* on !n  such that for all x,y $ S and for all
U $ U xRUy iff U(x) R* U(y)
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Proof: Assume F being defined on U and satisfying (SN). For all vectors a,b $
!n  there are (due to Unrestricted Domain) x,y $ S  and U $ U with U(x) = a
and U(y) = b. Define R* by U(x) R* U(y) iff xRUy. With (SN) we have for all
z,w $  S and all V $  U such that V(z) = a and V(w) = b xRUy iff zRVw ,
therefore aR*b. Thus R* is well-defined. Reflexivity and completeness of R*
derive from reflexivity and completeness of RU. For transitivity of R* take any
vectors a,b,c $ !n  with aR*b and bR*c. By (UD) we can find x,y,z $S  and U
$ U , such that U(x) = a, U(y) = b and U(z) = c, and furthermore U(x) RU
U(y) and U(y) RU U(z). RU being an ordering, we have U(x) RU U(z) and
therefore aR*c.
For the other direction assume U(x) R* U(y) and V(z) R* V(w) for any
x,y,z,w $S  and U,V $U, and U(x) = V(z) as well as U(y) = V(w) Then also
xRUy iff zRVw; for this equivalence fails only if the assumption is violated.
Q.E.D.

In the literature one can find also similar results which rely on weaker
domain assumptions (see e.g. Mongin 1994, d'Aspremont and Gevers 2001).
As far as I can see, however, a version of the neutrality axiom is always
present.

The neutrality axiom can be further factorized. Take the following axioms,
one a Pareto-indifference condition, the other a version of the (in)famous
independence of irrelevant alternatives:

(PI) #x,y, $ S, #U $ D, (U(x) = U(y) & xIUy)

(IIA) #x,y $ S, #U,V $ D ((U(x) = V(x) % U(y) = V(y)) & (xRUy  '  
xRVy))

Now we have the following well-known lemma with an also well-known proof:

Lemma: Under the assumption (UD) a SWFL F satisfies (PI) and (IIA) if
and only if  F satisfies (SN).

Proof: First the right-to-left direction. If F satisfies (SN), we have (IIA)
almost trivially: put in (SN) z = x und w = y, and we are done. For (PI) put U
= V and y = z = w. Substituting this in (SN) we get #x,y $ S, #U (U(x) = U(y)
& (xRUy '  yRUy)). Thus (e.g. by transitivity of RU) xIUy, therefore (PI).
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For the other direction assume that F satisfies (PI) and (IIA). Take any two
profiles  U1 und U2 such that for x,y,z,w $ S:
U1(x) = U2(z) = a und U1(y) = U2(w) = b. (a and b being vectors from !n .)
By (UD) there is a  s $ S and profiles U3, U4 und U5 from U, such that
U3(x) = U3(s) = a, U3(y) = b,
U4(z) = U4(s) = a, U4(w) = b,
U5(s) = a and U5(y) = U5(w) = b.
By (IIA) we have x RU1 y iff x RU3 y. (PI) gives s IU3 x, therefore by transitivity
sRU3 y iff x RU3 y.
Also by (IIA) s RU3 y iff s RU5 y iff s RU5 w. The last step went by y IU5 w (due
to (PI), and transitivity .
By the same argument z RU2 w iff z RU4 w iff s RU4 w. By (IIA) we have s RU5 w
iff s RU4 w.
Now this is a chain of equivalences starting with x RU1 y and ending with
zRU2 w. As this holds for any profiles, we have (SN). Q.E.D.

There are further results in the literature using stronger Pareto-conditions.
As (PI) is the weakest of these, the given factorization of (SN) is the most
interesting one available.

So much for the exposition of technical welfarism. Note that this
characterization relies only on ordering relations without giving them any
substantial content with respect to what they stand for. Usually we talk of
utility functions, thereby connoting that they represent preferences and display
an amount of welfare. But this interpretation is by no means mandatory.4

There is no technical obstacle to start doing theory of justice or welfare
economics by assuming a Rawlsian primary goods index or a Senian capabilites
index and then impose the aforementioned axioms on it. Then one will get a
"welfarist" account of these indices. This suffices to show that one can be a
technical welfarist without being a philosophical welfarist, if one thinks of the
Rawlsian or Senian approaches as non-welfarist in a substantial sense, as it is
quite common among philosophers as well as economists.

Note also that in the presentation of technical welfarism there is no need to
assume full-fledged utility functions satisfying continuity assumptions. To be
sure, I started talking about such functions, but again this is not mandatory. All

4 For this reason one should therefore perhaps follow a recent trend to avoid talking of utility functions and
rather use a term like "representation function", as done e.g. by d'Aspremont and Gevers 2001.
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one needs is some real-valued representation of an ordering. And note also that
this ordering does not need to be interpreted as a preference ordering in the
usual sense. It can be an ordering of considered judgements, of what is better
than something other. The approach of technical welfarism is just this: a sort
of technical structure, which can be subjected to several different
interpretations.

On the other hand, if you are a philosophical welfarist, you'd better be a
technical welfarist as well. To be sure, it looks as if one could say: I accept the
philosophical welfarist thesis in one or the other version, but do not accept the
axioms (PI) and (IA) for it. But it is doubtful that this is a coherent position. If
two alternatives are completely alike in their welfare characteristics (however
"welfare" being understood), if in other words the individuals completely
agree in their utility functions with respect to these alternatives, then of course
you should think of these alternatives as being equally good. But this is already
a version of Pareto Indifference. What about the Independence condition?
Assume that two utility profiles are the same with respect to a given pair of
alternatives, for the reason that the utility functions represent individual
welfare in the same way for these alternatives. Then we have what the
antecedent of the Independence axiom says. Assume further that philosophical
welfarism - the thesis that only welfare information is morally relevant -
holds. Then the direction of the social preference ordering with respect to the
two alternatives should indeed be the same in both profiles. So (IIA) seems
compelling, too. Conclusion: as a philosophcial welfarist, you'd better also be a
technical welfarist. The other direction does not hold, however.

The only way to avoid this conclusion seems to deny the applicabiltity of the
technical framework of axiomatic Social Choice in general. But why should a
philosophical welfarist refuse to accept this framework? He already has a
single measuring rod for the moral quality of different states of affairs,
namely welfare. This gives him an ordering (or perhaps a partial ordering)
and this in turn is sufficient to invoke the social choice and utiltiy apparatus.

This logical connection is interesting, for if my argument is correct, then a
denial of technical welfarism leads to a denial of philosophical welfarism as
well. But we will see that technical welfarism seems to be a quite weak
doctrine which is compatible with severe anti-welfarist conceptions (of course
anti-welfarist in the philosophical sense).
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II

Let me now make some remarks concerning the relationship of
consequentialism and welfarism. If the discussion of welfarism, at least in its
technical version, was the discussion ground of economists, so
consequentialism has been the hotly disputed subject of philosophical debates,
which to a great extent have been ignored by economists. The very expression
"consequentialism" was coined in the late fifties by Elisabeth Anscombe, who
intended to name by it a position she deemed worthy of harsh criticism. She
was followed by many other philosophers, who all seemed to share a basic
anti-utilitarian and sometimes anti-aggregative stance. Without being able to go
into details here, this general line of discussion bears some responsibility for a
lamentable tendency not to clearly separate between issues of consequentialism
and welfarism.

Consequentialism can be characterized as the position that in the moral
evaluation of some item of moral interest (an action, an application of a rule,
or even a motive) only the consequences of that item matter. If one asks
whether action A is better than action B, one should look only at the
consequences these actions have, evaluate them from a moral point of view,
and if the consequences of A are then considered to be (morally) better than
those of B, then A is the better act. (This is act consequentialism in Sen's
terminology.)5

Again, consequentialism here is linked to the moral assessment of relevant
items. But as in the case of welfarism, on might imagine a purely rational
version of it. As the discussion has almost exclusively run on grounds of
morality, I'll stick to that, however.

The next question is: how does consequentialism relate to welfarism? As we
have seen that there are at least two versions of welfarism, one has to ask how
consequentialism stands to each of them. I claim that it is independent of both
versions.

This might not be obvious, though. Consequentialism implies that the value
of an act (or whatever item that is the object of evaluation) is given by the
values of the states of affairs it gives rise to. So states of affairs, which are also
the central unit of evaluation in welfarism, as it is obvious from Sen's remarks,

5 Let me insist on the characterization of consequentialism as being concerned only with the consequences
of morally relevant items. There is a very unfortunate tendency in some quarters to describe any consideration of
consequences in moral evaluation as consequentialism. This is extremely misleading. Consequences matter, but
consequentialism says that only consequences matter. Cf. for these issues also Sen 2000.
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are pivotal for moral evaluation. Welfarism thus becomes the bottom doctrine,
while consequentialism is built upon it. But this does not exclude a position
according to which one keeps the focus on outcomes while on the other hand
acknowledging the relevance of non-welfare information.

Let us then demonstrate the independence of consequentialism and
philosophical welfarism. What would a position look like which is
consequentialist and philosophically non-welfarist? Sen closes his 1979 article
with an amusing dialogue between a utilitarian and a philosopher who holds at
the same time utilitarian intuitions, a clearly non-welfarist outlook due to
libertarian inclinations and moreover is portrayed as the Prude in the well-
known example used by Sen to underwrite his Liberal Paradox.6 This is a
coherent position which gains its non-welfarist impetus out of the libertarian
convictions. This character might serve as the example of a non-welfarist
consequentialist. But there are others.

If you are a libertarian, you are clearly not a philosophical welfarist. The
insistence on rights as side constraints, as elaborated by Nozick (1974), is
incompatible with thinking of welfare or utility as the only item relevant for
moral judgement. On the other hand, nothing keeps a libertarian from being a
consequentialist. So there is clearly an independence in the one direction.

What about the possibility of being a philosophical welfarist without being a
consequentialist at the same time? Here Sumner's example is useful. He points
to Aristotle's ethics as a welfarist virtue ethics, which nevertheless is not
consequentialist (Sumner 1996, p.186f.). Whatever the merits of this example,
there seems in any case a positive answer to our question: Someone can agree
that welfare conceived as e.g. authentic happiness is all which morally matters
and nevertheless argue that it is not only consequences of some item which
have to be taken into account in its moral evaluation. Maybe the intentions of
the agents are important, too, but to be judged by their contribution to overall
welfare. I don't want to say that the resulting position is very plausible, but
here the issue is sheer possibility. (Historically, most welfarists were also
consequentialists, which might have imposed on us a certain lack of
imagination on what is possible, what not.)

6 Sen exemplifies his Liberal Paradox which highlights the incompatibility of a certain sphere of individual
rights with the Pareto principles with a story of two persons discussing who should read Lawrence's Lady
Chatterley's Lover. One ot these characters is the Prude who wants nobody to read the book, but if one should
read it, then rather he than the Lewd. The Lewd on the other hand prefers most the Prude reading it, and thinks
the worst alternative to be no one reading it.. Cf. Sen 1970.
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Let us now check the independence of consequentialism and technical
welfarism: I can be a consequentialist and reject technical welfarism, just by
claiming that it is only consequences which are important for moral evaluation,
but not (or not only) in terms of their welfare or utility characteristics.
Formally, the independence in the other direction is also obvious: one can
accept the relevant axioms and claim that the items of evaluation are not
consequences but more complex states of affairs which include also non-
consequential features like the intentions or motives the agents have. Just think
of a "weak" libertarian, whose position can be given a technical welfarist
interpretation, but who insists on adding something of moral (or prudential)
relevance to the consequences.

If one now has the impression that the possibilities of maintaining welfarism
without consequentialism are the less convincing ones, I'd concur. But doesn't
this point to the central weakness of the concept of consequentialism, namely
that it is hopelessly vague on what is to be included in a consequence, and what
not?

III

There has been a lot of criticism of both consequentialism and welfarism in
philosophy since the days when Anscombe coined the very term
"consequentialism" in 1958 and Sen started sorting out the issues in 1979. I
tend to agree with Sen's recent observation (Sen 2000) that nothing hinges on
the name of consequentialism, and that every interesting moral theory cannot
refrain from taking account of the consequences of the items which are the
object of moral evaluation.

Most philosophical criticism of consequentialism had its focus on its alleged
tendency to have counterintuitive consequences. I won't go into that now;
suffice it to say that a lot of this criticism has to do with delineating what
counts as part of the consequences and what not.

One reason why it seems not very promising to embark on a lengthy
discussion of consequentialism is the problem of separating an item of moral
evaluation from its consequences. It is said: the moral quality of an action is
completely dependent of the moral value of the states of affairs which are its
consequences. But where does the action end and its consequences begin? It
seems impossible to draw a precise line; what is more, one can always find
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descriptions of the consequences which include a description of the action. So
in giving an evaluation it seems unavoidable to be concerned with both the act
and its consequences.

For these and similar reasons, John Broome has proposed to give up talk of
consequentialism in favour of talk of teleological ethics. (Broome 1991, p. 3f.)
The slogan used for teleology is often that what is right is determined by what
is good. Non-teleologists (for instance Kantians) would deny this. And also
libertarians like Nozick would deny this, thereby placing themselves in the
non-teleologist camp. I'm not very happy with this new terminology, either.
For now the burden is shifted to the interpretation of "good". Imagine
somebody interpreting what is good for an individual as that what best fulfils
her preferences, and nothing else. Then it looks as if we are back in
philosophical welfarism. As this interpretation isn't uncommon, at least not in
certain departments of philosophy and economics, I think this to be a source of
a deep-seated confusion of consequentialism and welfarism. The troubles, if
understood appropriately, lie in most cases with welfarism, I want to claim. Or
more precisely (as I don't yet want to commit myself): when philosophers
argue against consequentialism, quite often their target really is one or the
other version of welfarism.

For instance, the libertarian insistence on the inalienability and non-
tradeability of rights is best construed as a anti-welfarist position. For it might
well be the case that an individual doesn't care much about preserving some of
his rights, which therefore is a quite unimportant ingredient in his welfare. A
libertarian (and not only a libertarian!) would nevertheless insist that the rights
of this individual should be accounted for, which means of course that other
criteria besides welfare do play a role. No talk of consequences, or of what the
good of the individual is - unless it is identified with welfare.

Concerning any argument that there is some morally or rationally relevant
factor which is not contained in the consequences, we can always switch to a
more comprehensive description of the consequences and thereby make this
factor relevant. This again supports the suspicion that it is welfarism (in one or
both of its versions) that is really at issue.

What arguments are there directed against welfarism? Let me for expository
purposes at this point begin by not distinguishing between philosophical and
technical welfarism, as Sen didn't either. At center stage there is the sort of
objection made popular by Sen, which points out that very different situations
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might give rise to the same utility structure and be therefore treated morally
on a par.

Here are Sen's stories (Sen 1979, 473f.): there are two persons, R and P. R
is rich, P is poor. In one state, x, no income tax with redistributive effects is
levied, so R has a utility in x of 10 units, while P's utility amounts to 4 units.
In state y there is a redistributive tax scheme, which alters the utility numbers
to 8 in case of R and 7 in the case of P. A consequentialist utilitarianism as
well as any sort of Rawlsianism or any other equity-based theory will favour
state y.

Sen then gives another story. R is now portrayed as a romantic dreamer,
optimistic, rich, in good shape, while P  is a frustrated, underpaid poor
policeman, whose only pleasure is to torture other people. Let a be the social
state where both follow their destiny with R's utility being 10 and P's  again 4,
let b be the state which is the same as a with the exception that P gets the
chance to torture R, which changes the utilities to 8 and 7 respectively. So
when viewed from the welfarist point of view which looks only at the utility
numbers representing individual welfare, we get the result that one can judge
state y better than state x if and only if one also judges state b (that with
torture) better than state a.

Sen obviously thinks that this is a quite counterintuitive position. He is very
careful, though, in drawing conclusions from this: so he points out that even if
b is judged better than a nothing follows as to whether the policeman should
torture the romantic idealist or not. In order to get from the judgement of
betterness among states of affairs to the prescription of certain courses of
action, one needs further principles which connect evaluative judgements with
recommendations what to do. As it might be the case that someone sees
problems with the evaluation of a and b just because he considers the act of
torturing wrong (which taints his evaluation of the corresponding state of
affairs), Sen offers a third example where no actions are involved and the
counterintuitive judgement nevertheless occurs. I begin at this point again to
smell a confusion of acts and their consequences, but will not go deeper into
that.

Let us just record that Sen's cases seems non-negligible; the appeal to
counterintutiveness has something for it. The example is intended to be an
argument against welfarism in general, as Sen did then not distinguish between
technical and substantial welfarism.
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There are other sorts of arguments. Take the discussion of handicaps. Let
Tim be a very cheerful individual which nevertheless is severely handicapped.
Quite a many theories of fairness seek compensation for Tim due to his
handicaps. On the other hand, another normal individual might have a
structurally identical utiltity function, but no special handicap. (He might
instead have voluntarily acquired expensive tastes.) Therefore there seems no
reason to compensate this individual - for what reason should we do so?
Compare two distributional states of society with Tim in the one taking the
place which the normal individual with expensive tastes occupies in the other.
Welfarism implies that if one compensates Tim in the one then (and only then)
one has to compensate the other individual in the other state as well. This
seems counterintuitive to many. Intuitions like these fuel the anti-welfarist
ideas in the theory of fair allocation.

But structurally, it's the same style of argument as in Sen's examples. One
focuses on situtations which share all their utility characteristics, but differ
intuitively in morally significant ways.

Be that as it may, let me now focus on some arguments directed not at
welfarism in general, but specifically at technical welfarism. As we have seen,
technical welfarism is weaker than welfarism in general. But as I argued
above, successful objections to technical welfarism would undermine
substantial welfarism as well.

Here are some worrying features of technical welfarism, which arise in
technical contexts of social choice theory.

(1) In 1977, Claude d'Aspremont and Louis Gevers published a remarkable
paper, where they proved characterizations theorems for utilitarian and
leximin social choice functionals (cf. d'Aspremont/Gevers 1977 and also their
recent paper 2001). This was done in the context of attempts to overcome the
informational restrictions which had lead into the deadlock of Arrow's
theorem. One started looking for aggregation functions operating on profiles
of individual utility functions which might be subject to different accounts of
interpersonal comparability. As it happens, this discussion for a very long time
was conducted exclusively in the context of technical welfarism. The key
axioms of Unrestricted Domain (UD), Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives
(IIA) and different Pareto principles (like (PI)) were assumed right from the
start. Now one of the remarkable results of d'Aspremont and Gevers is that the
characterization theorems for a utilitarian social choice rule and a leximin rule
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differ, under the assumption of technical welfarism, just in the axioms on
interpersonal comparability. If one assumes that the individual utility functions
are cardinally unit-comparable, one gets utilitarianism (or at least a weighted
form of it, which actually has nothing substantial in common with classical
utilitarianism, but nevertheless satisfies the criteria presented by Sen); if one
clings to ordinal level comparability, a version of leximin results.

I find this result quite disturbing - and even more so the reactions of
philosophers and economists. Philosophers tend to wholly ignore it, which
might have to do with their unwillingness to study technical results in Social
Choice Theory; economists seem to take it just as a technical result and do not
worry about its interpretation. An exception is d'Aspremont himself who
described the result as "disturbing" (cf. d'Aspremont 1985, p. 57). We all
know about the very different distributional effects these two social welfare
functionals would normally have, if implemented: leximin giving us a quite
egalitarian distribution, while utilitarianism (at least in the version
characterized by d'Aspremont and Gevers) not paying any attention to
concerns of equality. It seems a little bit strange that these differences should
result only from assumptions on interpersonal comparability which are framed
as technical assumptions on how individual utility functions can non-
independently transformed. But of course, this result comes only in a context
of technical welfarism expressed by the axioms mentioned at the beginning.

(2) There is another quite remarkable result on the consequences of
technical welfarism which has also to do with interpersonal comparability and
which seems also have slipped the attention of philosophers (and surely also
that of many economists.) As Philippe Mongin has demonstrated (Mongin
1994), under the assumption of technical welfarism the central independence
axiom of a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility representation becomes
equivalent to the axiom of cardinal unit comparability - which by the way is
exactly the comparability assumption necessary for getting a utilitarian social
welfare functional. Again, this looks rather surprising; one should have
thought that comparability assumptions are completely independent of the
decision theoretic apparatus. But perhaps one should not put too much weight
on this consideration; maybe it can be used to support doubts against the von
Neumann-Morgenstern framework. I am not aware of similar results in other
decision theories.

(3) Sen's Liberal Paradox (cf. Sen 1970) can also be used as an argument
against technical welfarism. In this case, it is not so much an argument against
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technical welfarism itself but against its presuppositions, namely the Pareto
principle. But of course, if this principle is given up or at least severely
restricted, we won't get technical welfarism understood in the sense of the
welfarism lemma any more.

There is one further line of thought which must be mentioned. John Roemer
has over the years been a staunch critic of welfarism in a somewhat different
context, that of axiomatic bargaining theory (Roemer 1996, chs. 2 and 3). He
focuses on the informational impoverishment effected by welfarism in this
context. As the technical structure of axiomatic bargaining theory differs from
the framework of social choice theory, the version of welfarism Roemer is
fighting seems not to coincide with technical welfarism as explained above. On
the other hand it reaches beyond the philosophical conception. I will omit this
discussion in this paper.

IV

These are some reasons why one might be sceptical of welfarism in both its
versions. There are others; for instance, one wants to be able to distinguish
different sources of utility and welfare in order to make more differentiated
judgements. This connects with the often-made point that sometimes history, or
other accidental features might be important for the evaluation of alternatives.
For moral reasons as well as for reasons of efficiency it might be important to
know whether the utility level enjoyed by a certain individual is based on
handicaps paired with a certain psychological disposition, whether it is based
on the exertion of anti-social preferences, or on moral attitudes. To be sure,
one has to carefully scrutinize all claims for differential treatment in every
single case. But the point here is that one gains flexibility if one has the
possibility to represent different features contributing to the overall quality of
a state of affairs. and that seems simply a good thing.

This is, prima facie at least, a departure from hardcore philosophical
welfarism; whether this will lead to a departure from technical welfarism,
seems quite open, however. Some years ago, David Kelsey (1987) started to
explore an enriched framework of Social Choice which was intended to
broaden its scope in the way previously hinted at.

The main idea is simple. In the usual social choice context a Social Welfare
Functional (SWFL) operates on profiles of individual utility functions. But
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viewed from a purely mathematical standpoint, one could as well interpret the
functions in the profiles as representations of orderings of the set of
alternatives in terms of certain criteria, which include, but also transcend
considerations of individual welfare. Let us give, for the sake of clarity, these
functions another name, say gi for the representation of the i-th criterion. Thus
we get profiles of criteria G = <g1,...gn> and an Aggregate Welfare Functional
(that is Kelsey's name which is not too impressive) ( taking criteria profiles as
arguments and yielding orderings as values.

Something like this has been put to use in important research in the last
years. There are, for instance, papers by Tadenuma and Xu where the authors
try to incorporate the idea that agents might beside their welfare also be
interested in the opportunities to choose from, which interest is modeled by a
second ordering relation (Tadenuma/Xu 2001, 2002). So the aggregation
procedure operates on a sort of divided profile, part of which is representing
utility or welfare information, another part giving essentially non-welfarist
information like preferences for freedom measured in terms of the size and
structure of the opportunities presented to the agents. The interesting aspect of
all these enriched social choice approaches in our context is of course: how do
they relate to welfarism in its different forms?

On the face of it, they mark a departure from substantial welfarism in
splitting up the morally (or rationally) relevant aspects of social evaluation into
different components. Individual welfare is no longer the only factor
governing the social aggregation or ranking. On the other hand, whether
technical welfarism still holds, seems an open question. If one could
reformulate the characterizing axioms in the new framework, then technical
welfarism might persist.

Kelsey's paper will in the following serve as a model. Kelsey did some such
reformulation of the axioms with the intention to find out whether in the
enriched framework Arrow's Theorem would still hold good. He showed that
a analogous theorem indeed was in the offing, but of course the interpretation
of it becomes different. The "dictatorship" of one criterion might not be
viewed as damaging in the same way as the dictatorship of some single
individual.

A similar result for the welfarism lemma is also to be expected, be it only
for the fact that all the characteristic axioms also belong (albeit in a somewhat
stronger version) to the Arrovian approach. But as we have been taught to be
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careful in this area, due to some surprising results, let's move slowly in
investigating this topic.

V

There is a recent research paper by Blackorby, Bossert and Donaldson
(Blackorby, Bossert & Donaldson 2002), where the authors claim that even
under the generalized approach in a Kelsey-like manner welfarism still holds.
As they do not explicitly distinguish between the different sorts of welfarisms,
let me formulate their claims somewhat more detailed: they claim to show that
the general social ordering of the set of alternatives is strongly determined by
the utility profile, i.e. the welfarist information, and that there exists an
ordering relation on the utility vectors which matches the overall social
ordering. If this were correct, there would be no point in including non-
welfare information in the profiles and technical welfarism would be
vindicated in any case. I claim that the details of their argument are flawed, but
their general point might nevertheless be true.

In more detail: we have the usual individual utility functions u1, ..., un,
which are functions from the set of alternatives to the set of reals, ui: S a !.
A utility profile U is <u1,...,un>, the set of all utility profiles is denoted by U.
Let all the non-welfare information be described by a profile G = <g1,...,gm>,
with gi being a function from S to some set Ai for which it is only demanded
that it be non-empty. The set of all these non-utility profiles is denoted by G,
and we write U(x) = <u1(x),...,un(x)> and G(x) = <g1(x),...,gm(x)>  for all x $
S  and all U $ U, G $ G.

Let O  be the set of all orderings on S.  One defines a Social Evaluation
Functional (SEF) F as a function from D to O , with D  being a non-empty
subset of U)G. Let * be a generic element from D, so that we can write for
F(*) R*  and correspondingly for the symmetric and asymmetric parts of this
relation P* and I*. *(x) = <U(x), G(x)>. So far, we are in the enriched
framework in quite a standard way.

Now Blackorby, Bossert and Donaldson (BBD) start from a central intuition
which they put this way: if an alternative x is better than another y overall, that
is in terms of P*, then there is at least one individual which is better off in x
than it is in y. This they formalize as the axiom of Minimal Individual
Goodness, which they write like this:
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(MIG) #x,y $ S, #* $ D (xP*y & +i $ N ui(x) > ui(y))
BBD then go on to demonstrate that this is equivalent with the conjunction of
the two Pareto conditions
(PI-BBD) #x,y $ S, #* $ D  U(x) = U(y) & xI*y.
(PWP-BBD) #x,y $ S, #* $ D  U(x) > U(y) & xR*y.7
Their proof makes in the direction from MIG to the other two axioms essential
use of the completeness of R*, a point I'll return to later on.

The next axiom they reformulate for their broader framework is UD which
now reads
(UD+) D = U)G
And we have furthermore
(IIA+) #x,y $ S, #*, *, $ D ((*(x) = *,(x) % *(y) = *,(y)) & (xR*y '

xR*,y)).
The Strong Neutrality axiom becomes in their version

(SN-BBD) #x,y,w,z $ S, #*, *, $ D ((U(x) = U,(z) % U(y) = U,(w)) & 
(xR*y ' zR*,w))

BBD later on present a version of the lemma given above which demonstrates
that together with UD+, PI-BBD and IIA+ are equivalent with SN-BBD - their
theorem 4. And they then repeat the proof of the welfarism lemma in their
framework which is in no way different form the standard one presented
above - yielding their theorem 5. This would amount to a demonstration of
technical welfarism in the enriched framework.

The trouble with all this lies with the formulation of the Pareto principles.
The formulation chosen by BBD gives the utility sub-profile in the criteria
profiles a dominant status. If two profiles are identical in their utility
subprofiles with respect to a pair of alternatives then the alternatives are
evaluated as equally good, regardless of the nature of the non-welfare
subprofiles. Small wonder then that the usual welfarism results. Why did one
include non-welfare information in the model in the first place, then? The
suspicion comes up that this is a flagrant form of question-begging.

Why are the Pareto principles not written in the following form which
seems to be the appropriate one for the enriched framework:

(PI+) #x,y $ S, #* $ D  *(x) = *(y) & xI*y.

7 Here ">" denotes a weak vector inequality: U(x) > U(y) means that for all i, ui(x) - ui(y) and there exists a
k such that uk(x) > uk(y). At least I take this to be the meaning of ">" in BBD's paper. One wonders then, why
we do not have in the consequent xP*y, in analogy to the usual formulation of the strong Pareto principle.
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Moreover, it is unclear how the formulation of PWP-BBD goes over to the
enriched framework. Here are several principles which follow the usual Pareto
principles (Weak Pareto, Strong Pareto, Semi-Strong Pareto).8

(WP+) #x,y $ S, #* $ D  *(x) >> *(y) & xP*y.
(SP+) #x,y $ S, #* $ D  *(x) > *(y) & xP*y.
(SSP+) #x,y $ S, #* $ D  *(x) > *(y) & xR*y.

This way of formulating the Pareto principles can effectively be found in
other examples of a Social Choice treatment of non-welfarist issues, for
instance in the papers by Tadenuma and Xu mentioned above and others as
well. These principles look more adequate, for we did introduce non-welfarist
information precisely for the reason that they are important and might well
have an influence on the social evaluation orderings. Non-welfare information
should possibly make a difference which has to be present in the axioms.

BBD might respond to this by pointing out to their Theorem 1 which states
the equivalence of their Pareto principles with the independently plausible
principle of Minimal Individual Goodness. But the central ambiguity shows up
here as well. Given a non-formal rendering, the principle is indeed
overwhelmingly plausible for everybody who basically takes an individualistic
point of view: if some state of affairs is better than another, then there must
exist at least one person for whom it is individually better.9 But in the formal
rendering of this principle, BBD identify "betterness" without any argument
with "yielding more utility", in the sense of better fulfillment of individual
preferences.

One could understand this move, if the non-welfare information included in
the picture would be of a strongly objectivist kind, ranking the alternatives in
some abstract fashion completely disrupted from individual evaluations. BBD
seem to fear something like this, when they write: "Without this requirement,
we run the risk of recommending social changes that are empty gestures,
benefitting no one and, perhaps harming some or all." (BBD 2002, p. 2). But
this does not happen, not even in the model sketched by BBD. Let's imagine
that the non-welfare information gives an ordering of the alternatives in terms
of the opportunities of choice the individuals are facing - just as envisaged in

8 See the remark in note 7. U(x) >> U(y) means that for all i, ui(x) > ui(y).
9 Compare this also with the "Principle of Personal Good" employed by Broome 1991.
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the papers by Suzumura and Xu, Tadenuma and Xu and several others (cf. e.g.
Suzumura/Xu 2001, Tadenuma/Xu 2001, 2002). These orderings are
constructed from the point of view of the individuals themselves. It might well
be the case that alternatives x and y yield for an individual the same amount of
welfare, but that this individual thinks of x as giving him more opportunities.
Maybe it just happens that with respect to his welfare this is of no effect to
him. Nevertheless, there is a clear sense in which x is better for our individual,
and he might admit this himself, if asked about it. So the principle of Minimal
Individual Goodness, as stated by BBD won't do either; as an amendment I
propose

(MIG+) #x,y $ S, #* $ D (xP*y & +j $ N uj(x) > uj(y) . gij(x) > gij(y)
for some gi out of G).10

The individualism assumption will be preserved when the non-welfarist
criteria are such that they are expressed in a way that is specific to individual
evaluations.

To identify individual betterness with an increase in individual welfare is
tantamount to deciding what actually is at issue. What is really funny is that
BBD seem aware of this point, when they come to discuss the anonymity
principle. There they demand that the permutations should apply not only to
the utility functions, but to the non-welfarist representation functions as well.
That is absolutely the right thing to do. So why not make the same move with
respect to the Pareto conditions? In any case, any sensible non-welfarism
should insist on the principles in the reformulated way.

What does happen with the proofs of BBD when one changes the axioms for
MIG and the Pareto principles in the proposed manner? I begin with the
equivalence between MIG and the Pareto principles, now looking at all the
proposed versions of Pareto.

We keep the direction from MIG+ to PI+. Assume MIG+ and not PI+. Then
*(x) = *(y)  and not xI*y, therefore by completeness of R* xP*y or yP*x. In
both cases MIG+ gives us a contradiction to *(x) = *(y).

Similarly, we come from MIG+ to SSP+.

10 I hope there will be no confusion with the subscripts which change from persons to issues. gij(.) denotes
j's representation function with respect to the issue gi. One might consider some other versions of (MIG+), for
instance some which demand in addition that there be no issue gk such that for j and x,y gkj(x) < gkj(y). But
maybe this is too strong.
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But things are not so easy in the case of the other Pareto principles. Take the
case of WP+. Assume MIG+ and not WP+. Then *(x) >> *(y)  and not xP*y,
whence by completeness yR*x. In the case of yP*x MIG+ leads to gij(y) > gij(x)
for some individual j and some gi (which can also be u(-)), which contradicts
*(x) >> *(y). But in case of xI*y our principles are silent.

The same happens in the case of SP+.
So far, so good. I won't pursue that further, because I am skeptical about

these little proofs in any case, for the assumption of completeness of R* in the
multi-criterion framework seems not very well-founded. It might well be the
case that incommensurabilities arise when there is a conflict between several
criteria. Assume the (not very likely) case that all individuals prefer one
alternative to another in utility terms, but disprefer it to the other in terms of
the opportunity metric. How should the general social evaluation ordering go?
It is not too far-fetched that in some cases there seems no possibility to say
which direction. But then one cannot rely on completeness anymore. Anyway,
under the multi-criteria framework one needs strong arguments for supporting
completeness.

Now to the other direction, from the Pareto principles to MIG+. Here
problems come up, too. Assume for reduction the Pareto principles and the
negation of MIG+, so that we have xP*y and for all individuals j uj(y) - uj(x)
and gij(y) - gij(x) for some non-welfarist issue i. As now both families of
criteria have become important, we cannot confine ourselves to the two cases
where both inequalities are strict or both are really equalities. The only logical
implication we get is that from SSP+ to MIG+. For we can write for "for all
individuals j uj(y) - uj(x) and gij(y) - gij(x) for some non-welfarist issue i" as
*(y) - *(x), whence by SSP+ yR*x, contradicting xP*y.

For all the other Pareto principles there arises a subcase where the axioms
are silent. To illustrate this with PI+: the principle does not apply in the case of
uj(y) > uj(x) and gij(y) > gij(x). Similarly, the other two principles are silent
for the case *(x) = *(y).

So the result is that in the extended framework, MIG+ is equivalent with
SSP+.

 Due to the changes, some other of BBD's results lose their interest. All this
might not be very troubling in the end, however, because the really interesting
question concerns BBD's main claim, that welfarism can be recovered in the
enriched framework.
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The central axiom here is Strong Neutrality, which in the current approach
now should read:

(SN+) #x,y,w,z $ S, #*, *, $ D ((*(x) = *,(z) % *(y) = *,(w)) & 
(xR*y ' zR*,w))

Can we recover the lemma mentioned at the beginning in the appropriate
form, namely:

Lemma+: Under the assumption (UD+) a SWFL F satisfies (PI+) and (IIA+)
if and only if  F satisfies (SN+).

Yes, the proof turns out to be exactly the same; just relabel the name tags of
the individual functions. It doesn't matter whether one takes ui's or gi's or a
combination of both. The utility profiles U are converted into the *-profiles,
and the domain changes from U to D - that are the only differences. More
important is the welfarism theorem proper, the analogy to BBD's Theorem.
Let me here a little more explicit. The lemma now reads:

Welfarism Lemma+: If we have (UD+) then the SWFL F satisfies (SN+) if
and only if there is an ordering  R* on !n)m  such that for all x,y $ S and
for all * $ D xR*y iff *(x) R* *(y)

Proof: Assume F being defined on D and satisfying (SN+). For all vectors a,b
$ !n)m  there are by (UD+) x,y $ S  and * $ D with *(x) = a and *(y) = b.
Define R* by *(x) R* *(y) iff xR*y. With (SN+) we have for all z,w $ S and
all / $ D such that /(z) = a and /(w) = b: xR*y iff zR/w, therefore aR*b.
Thus R* is well-defined. Reflexivity and completeness of R* derive from
reflexivity and completeness of R*. For transitivity of R* take any vectors
a,b,c $ !n)m  with aR*b and bR*c. By (UD+) we can find x,y,z $S  and * $
U, such that *(x) = a, *(y) = b and *(z) = c, and furthermore *(x) R* *(y)
and *(y) R* *(z). R* being an ordering, we have *(x) R* *(z) and therefore
aR*c.
For the other direction assume *(x) R* *(y) and /(z) R* /(w) for any x,y,z,w
$S  and *,/ $D, and *(x) = /(z) as well as *(y) = /(w) Then also xR*y iff
zR/w; for this equivalence fails only if the assumption is violated. Q.E.D.
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Thus the standard proof will go through as well, with the slight modification
sin the labeling which are necessary. So we keep technical welfarism in an
explicitly non-welfarist framework. I note that my doubts about the
appropriateness of complete orderings can easily be accomodated; one might in
all this technical stuff just leave out the completeness requirement and still gets
a version of the welfarism theorem.11

In some sense I consider this to be a surprising result (of course, the
mathematics is uninteresting - but philosophically the result is interesting). We
wanted to introduce non-welfarist information into social choice models and
we get welfarism again, if only technical welfarism. What to do with this?

The conclusion to be drawn from this seems to be that the introduction of
information of a philosophical non-welfarist kind in itself does not really affect
technical welfarism. With respect to some of the more formal objections to
technical welfarism this is good news. The enriched framework seems so far
quite well suited to cope with them. Remember that they relied almost
completely on difficulties with the assumptions on interpersonal comparability.
The enriched framework sharpens these difficulties in one respect: how shall
we measure up different criteria as diverse as welfare, opportunity of choice,
basic needs, or what have you? But on the other hand the characterization
results in Social Choice theory appear less irritating in the enriched
framework; to assume that different criteria of social evaluation can be
weighed against each other in a quasi-utilitarian style seems to be something
rather substantive, but also natural. Thus general axioms on comparability
have lost their purely technical character in the enriched framework; there is
not only a sort of empirical problem of measurement to be solved, but a lot of
philosophizing seems necessary to decide how the criteria are weighed against
each other. This amounts to several big research projects; but on the other
hand, my worries concerning the overdrawn importance of the comparability
assumptions as purely technical assumptions are quite alleviated in the new
context.

But I come to a second, more important conclusion: the real problems lie in
the axioms proposed. We have enriched the framework just to capture non-
welfare information for the purposes of social evaluation. Splitting up the
components into different criteria clearly goes against the governing ideas of

11 When Fleurbaey stated his version of the welfarism lemma in Fleurbaey 1996, he left out the
completeness requirement in the usual unidimensional framework.
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philosophical welfarism. It is just not only welfare that matters. But technical
welfarism survives even under the reformulation of the axioms. That means
that any interesting attack on technical welfarism will be directed against the
axioms (of course in their new formulations), especially against (IIA+), whose
cognates have proven to be problematic in so many different contexts. Here
there are a lot of further research possibilites, which I have to pursue on an
another occasion.
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